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Abstract: Vibration protocols classically used to alter kinesthetic information are limited for studying quick compensatory postural responses normally induced by external balance perturbations. To overcome these limitations, this study proposes a co-vibration protocol of ankle antagonist muscles: from a co-vibration baseline at 40 Hz a switch at 80 Hz is applied for 1 second but on the agonists only. This protocol induced both quick illusions and quick compensatory postural adjustments coherent with previous literature. This technical solution will be useful to build future protocols investigating the role of kinesthetic sensory information in quick compensatory postural responses.
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1. Introduction

Following an external perturbation of standing posture stepping is a natural, common and efficient compensatory reaction to maintain balance and avoid falling [1, 2]. It is known that kinesthetic sensory information plays a role in the triggering of compensatory reactions following a perturbation of standing posture, as the direction of postural instability affects information processing from ankle muscle receptors [3] and altered kinesthetic information reduces the amplitude of compensatory postural adjustments (CPA) [4]. However, the role of kinesthetic information in the triggering of protective steps remains largely unknown.

Tendinous vibration of ankle muscles is a classical method used to alter kinesthetic sensory information and study postural control in humans [5, 6]. When applied during quiet stance, two phenomena are observed: an illusion of swaying in the opposite direction of the vibrated muscle followed by CPA moving the body in the direction of the vibrated muscle [5–12]. However, vibrators classically used to alter kinesthetic information need time to reach the desired frequency. As a consequence, previous studies used vibration periods of 2 seconds and longer (except for [5]) to trigger CPA when human subjects were standing quietly. In the context of a protective step, a quick postural reaction can easily be triggered with a perturbation shorter than a second [2]. Thus, the previous technical limitation reduces the feasibility of investigating the role of kinesthetic information. Moreover, studies usually described the characteristics of CPA without reporting the latency of the first oscillation of the center of pressure, which delimits the biomechanical postural response from the illusion integration period. However, this distinction is of interest in order to investigate whether a postural response is influenced by the central integration of the vibration or by the execution of the CPA, when tendinous vibrations are used.

To overcome the vibrators’ limitations, a co-vibration protocol of antagonist muscles seems a relevant solution for several reasons [13]: (1) vibrating antagonistic muscles at the...
same frequency do not generate an illusion, (2) applying a co-vibration with different frequencies makes the illusion appear sooner than with a single muscle vibration, and (3) velocity of the illusion increases with the difference in vibration frequencies. The hypothesis of this study is that an initial co-vibration of antagonist ankle muscles at low frequency followed by a short vibration at high frequency on agonists muscles only would generate both illusion and CPA with short latencies. The two objectives of this study were to validate this protocol relative to previously published results and to determine the amplitudes and timings of CPA.

2. Material & Methods

2.1. Experiments

Thirteen healthy adults (5 women, mean age 22.5 years old, height 1.72 m and weight 66.9 kg) participated in this study approved by the local ethical committee (Lyon Sud-Est III). Subjects were asked to “maintain balance as naturally as possible” while standing quietly on two forceplates (60x40 cm, Bertec®, OH, USA) sampled at 1000 Hz. Subjects self-selected their feet position to be comfortable and were then equipped with 4 mechanical inertial vibrators (VB115, Vibrasens®, Techno-Concept®). Vibrators were placed bilaterally on the gastrocnemius (GA) and tibialis anterior (TA) tendons and secured with elastic bands around subjects’ legs. Each participant performed 10 trials with occluded vision: two “reference” trials (REF1 and REF2) and six “experimental” trials (EXP1 to EXP6). REF1 consisted in standing balance with no vibration. In REF2 a continuous bilateral co-vibration at 40 Hz was applied during the whole trial. Experimental trials consisted in a continuous bilateral co-vibration at 40 Hz with a bilateral change of the frequency to 80 Hz (starting randomly between 3 and 7 seconds after the beginning of the trial) for only one of the two muscle groups (GA or TA) and lasted for 1 second. Three EXP trials were performed per muscle group.

2.2. Data Processing

Trajectory of the center of pressure (CoP) was computed from the forceplate signals. Horizontal trajectory of the whole-body center of mass (CoM) was then computed using a lowpass filtering method [14]. Horizontal velocities of both the CoP and the CoM (VCoP and VCoM) were calculated from numerical differentiation of their respective trajectories, after applying a lowpass second-order Butterworth filter with a 20 Hz cutoff frequency. For REF1 and REF2 trials, the 95% ellipse area of the CoP (CoP$e$) was also measured [15]. In EXP trials, onset of 80 Hz vibration was identified as T0. Three timings (T) were then defined relative to T0 from the anteroposterior component of the CoP displacement (Figure 1): the first instant of movement (TCoP$0$) and the first and second instants when it changed direction after TCoP$0$ (TCoP$1$ and TCoP$2$). These three instants were used to compute durations (D) and amplitudes (A) of the CoP movements: between T0 and TCoP$0$ ($D_{CoP0}$), between TCoP$0$ and TCoP$1$ ($D_{CoP1}$ and $A_{CoP1}$) and between TCoP$1$ and TCoP$2$ ($D_{CoP2}$ and $A_{CoP2}$). Velocity peak, both for the CoP and the CoM ($V_{CoP}$ and $V_{CoM}$) were also extracted.

For analysis, all GA trials were pooled together as well as all TA trials. Non-parametrical Wilcoxon tests were performed to compare the results between REF1 and REF2 and the results between TA and GA trials. Statistical tests were run with R software (version 3.3.1) and significance was identified with a two-tailed α level of 0.05.

3. Results

The mean values of CoP$e$ (140 versus 46 mm$^2$), VCoP (22.1 versus 13.6 mm.s$^{-1}$) and VCoM (5.51 versus 3.40 mm.s$^{-1}$) were significantly increased in REF2 compared to REF1 (all p<0.001). However, no CPA were observed in REF2 (Figure 1, B).

In the GA trials, CoP oscillated first forward, moving the CoM backwards, and then moved backwards to slow the CoM and to bring it back to a quasi-static state of balance after one more oscillation (Figure 1, C). In TA trials, CoP moved in the opposite direction as in GA trials, with less oscillation (Figure 1, D).

$D_{CoP0}$ is inferior to 500 ms for both muscle groups on average, and even shorter for TA than for GA (Table 1). $D_{CoP1}$ was not different between muscle groups but $D_{CoP2}$ was significantly shorter in GA, for a similar amplitude. $A_{CoP1}$ was significantly greater in GA trials compared to TA trials while $A_{CoP2}$ was not found different between muscle groups.

The differences observed in duration of the CPA concurs with the higher $V_{CoP}$ and $V_{CoM}$ measured in GA compared to TA (Table 1). Peak velocities were observed after the end of the 80 Hz vibration (Figure 1, C & D).

Table 1. Durations, amplitudes and velocity peaks of the CoP and CoM displacements induced by vibration (mean ± standard deviation). Results of the statistical non-parametric tests are provided on the right columns (W and p-value). NS indicates a p > 0.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Durations [ms]</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_{CoP0}$</td>
<td>430 (± 201)</td>
<td>336 (± 205)</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{CoP1}$</td>
<td>233 (± 76)</td>
<td>234 (± 90)</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{CoP2}$</td>
<td>695 (± 223)</td>
<td>1030 (± 386)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1358</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitudes [mm]</td>
<td>$A_{CoP1}$</td>
<td>7.4 (± 4.7)</td>
<td>5.2 (± 3.2)</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{CoP2}$</td>
<td>29.4 (± 16.6)</td>
<td>26.3 (± 12.7)</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity peaks [mm.s$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>$V_{CoP}$</td>
<td>145.6 (± 66.9)</td>
<td>81.7 (± 34.3)</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{CoM}$</td>
<td>26.4 (± 13.4)</td>
<td>19.8 (± 11.5)</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

As in previous observations, co-vibrating the ankle antagonist muscles continuously at 40 Hz increased whole-body sway [11]. However, these postural corrections were not the CPA normally associated with single muscle tendon vibration. Thus, as already shown for arm muscles [13], both the illusion and the CPA are cancelled by the antagonists co-vibration when humans stand quietly.

The CoP oscillations consecutive to the short period of frequency change at 80 Hz were characteristics of previously reported postural responses to antagonist ankle muscles vibration: an anteroposterior displacement in the opposite direction of the vibrated muscle that drives the CoM in the direction of the vibrated muscle [5, 7, 9–12]. The first CoP oscillation occurred with a latency shorter than 500 ms in both muscle groups, which seems reasonably close to what was observed previously [7, 10–12] although not reported. Initial CoP movement amplitude ($A_{CoP_i}$) is found greater than in [10], indicating a greater sway to oppose the direction of the illusion. This suggests that the switch in frequency following a co-vibration period evoked the illusion sooner than with single muscle vibration [13]. The second oscillation of the CoP started about 235 ms ($D_{CoP_2}$) after $T_{CoP_0}$ in both muscle groups, for an average amplitude of 29 and 26 mm ($A_{CoP_2}$), respectively for GA and TA. These results were close to [9, 11] or much smaller [7, 12] than previous results. As participants reached maximal amplitude around 1500 ms after T0 in both muscle groups (see Total in Table 1), i.e. about 500 ms after the end of the 80 Hz vibration period, the differences measured in amplitude might be explained by the duration of the vibration used (from 2 up to 30 seconds in previous studies). Peak velocity always occurred after the end of the 80 Hz vibration period, indicating that the CoP catching back the CoM after its initial shift was the quickest adjustment performed during this protocol.

5. Conclusion

The main objective of this study was to induce illusion and CPA with short latencies by taking advantage of the co-vibration protocol and to reduce vibrators’ latency. The proposed solution, switching the frequency from a 40 Hz co-vibration baseline to an 80 Hz vibration for 1 second, confirmed the hypothesis that this protocol will induce both quick vibration-evoked illusions and quick CPA in
participants. Moreover, results provided in this study reveal the timing of two distinct periods: (1) the central integration of the kinesthetic information induced by tendinous vibration and (2) the execution of the CPA. These results will be used in future studies to determine when an external perturbation of quiet standing posture should be started, in order to investigate the role of kinesthetic sensory information in the triggering of quick compensatory reactions such as protective steps.
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